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Ronk Security Solutions, LLC is a service-disabled veteran owned small business
based in Columbia, SC. We offer emergency action planning, active shooter
mitigation/response/ recovery training, and security consulting to fairs, special
events, businesses, and organizations nationwide. We have over 35 years of
security experience and our entire staff is current/ former US Marines or law
enforcement.
Emergency Action Planning. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, before fairs are
allowed to open there are many guidelines that the fairgrounds must adhere to,
such as, cleaning, social distancing, masks, limited capacity, and more.
Fairgrounds are going to need a plan showing how they are going to implement
these guidelines. Ronk Security Solutions can assist you in writing your plan or we
can write it for you. Our Emergency Action Plans include an
epidemic/pandemic plan, or we can write a specialized COVID-19 recovery
plan specific to your fairgrounds. Our plan covers such things as social
distancing, cleaning frequency, signage, capacity, security measures and more.
Active Shooter Mitigation/Response/Recovery. Because of the increased
restrictions in place as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the risk of a hostile or
agitated patron has greatly increased. Ronk Security Solutions has training
available for recognizing warning signs, de-escalation, response, and recovery
of an active shooter event. Our training is conducted using video conferencing
so it can be achieved no matter where you are located.
Security Consulting. Our security consulting services are available for both onsite and off-site. We offer long term consulting or pay by the hour to allow
everyone regardless of size or budget to benefit from our experience and
expertise. We don’t believe in a “one size fits all” program. Have a security
problem or question? You can call or email us for assistance.
Visit our website for additional information, resources, and to see our weekly
blog! www.Ronksecuritysolutions.com
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